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**QUESTION:** 46
Is this a functionally of the HPE Hyper-Converged 250 for Microsoft Cloud Platform System Standard?
Possible Answer = It provides load balancing in a cluster.

A. Yes
B. No

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 47
Is this a main functionality provided by vRealize Automation?
Possible Answer = It provides visibility into cloud infrastructure to manage cloud cost

A. Yes
B. No

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 48
Can this document be used to architect VMware vRealize and vSAN deployments on HPE ProLiant rack servers?
Possible Answer = VMware Virtual SAN Design and Sizing Guide

A. Yes
B. No
**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 49
An HPE customer has an existing virtualization Infrastructure that utilizes HPE hardware, a traditional SAN, and VMware. The CIO requests a consultation in modernizing their virtualization environment. A solution using a software-defined storage Infrastructure is recommended. Will this VMware technology provide this solution? Possible Answer = Virtual Center

A. Yes
B. No

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 50
A new HPE customer has decided to migrate from their traditional virtualization infrastructure with separate compute, storage, and network components to an HPE Synergy solution. They are interested in the single, consistent interface for deploying compute, storage, and fabric resource pools. Does this HPE Synergy component provide this functionality? Possible Answer = Synergy image Streamer

A. Yes
B. No

**Answer:** B
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